Five great marketing ideas!
Marketing is both an art and a science. Anyone who says differently probably isn't doing very well marketing his or her business. On the art side, intuition definitely plays into the equation. On the science side, it is
about systems, strategies and plans. Here are five great marketing ideas for your consideration.

Focus Your Advertising on Your Most
Profitable Clients.
How valuable is each of your customers?
Many companies are surprised to find that a
small percentage of their clients represent
the majority of their profits. The top 5 percent of your customers may bring in 50%
of your profits, or more. Customers at the
bottom may actually be costing you money.
The key is to find which clients or type of
clients are the most profitable, and to use
your companies advertising budget to go
after them. Don’t spend your time, effort,
and money to bring in unprofitable clients.
You want to allocate your companies advertising budget according to how profitable each group of customers is. If one
group represents 50% of your profits, then
you should be spending 50% of your companies advertising budget on them.

you can’t win the business], position your
company as the second choice in the market. While your other competitors are making big promises and saying negative things
about the strong competitor, you are praising them. After all, the client is happy.
When the client needs a backup or a replacement, you are perfectly positioned to
take the business. The way to win the big
jobs is to win the small ones first, and do
great work.
And – stay in contact. Don’t leave the field
because they didn’t give you the business.
This is a long-term marketing strategy, and
it works.

Why Marketing Fails
Marketing is a process that every business
must conduct. But if management lacks the
necessary commitment to the marketing
plan, it is sure to fail.
If clear objectives and goals are not set, and
a sustainable company advertising budget
is not committed, marketing will fail. Unrealistic expectations will doom your efforts.
Poor research, planning, and targeting will
kill your marketing. And if management
thinks that marketing [and selling] is unimportant or undignified, the program is destined to fall short of success.

Ask for Help
As always, Creative Marketing Services is
Keep Your Existing Clients Happy. Aim here to help you. We recommend that you
hire a top quality firm for your marketing
Your Advertising at Them. Ask For
Feedback and Referrals. Follow Up and materials, and run your work past a marketing professional for a second opinion. It’s a
Stay In Contact.
Your existing customers are your best pros- cheap investment to insure that you are
maximizing your advertising return on
Make High Quality Presentations to The pects. They are loyal, and they know how
you do business. They buy more, and they investment.
Most Profitable Clients - Repeatedly.
Once you know what group of customers or cost you less. Customer retention is the
most important thing any business can do.
prospects are the most profitable, direct
Advertise to your existing customers first.
your companies advertising to them on a
regular basis. The key to success with your
companies advertising is to build recogniConsistent Marketing = Familiarity =
tion and trust over time. Identify the profit- Trust = Customers. Be Consistent.
People will only do business with you if
able prospects, and stay in contact with
they trust you. Remember this: trust takes
them.
time. Create a strong company advertising
program within a sustainable budget and
To Win Business from A Very Strong
Competitor, Position Your Company as stick to it. Your companies’ name will beCreative Marketing Services provides marketing,
the Logical, Second Choice to That Com- come familiar to the prospect, and you will creative and sales promotion services on an
“outsourced” basis without the high-cost or
get the business. There are no shortcuts to
petitor.
overhead of a traditional advertising agency. To
discover how you can make your marketing more
building trust.
When a customer is happy with their cureffective, visit www.mysalespromotion.com
rent service provider, [and you believe that
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